We give a method that would allow one to calculate the number of Lamé operators, .S?, , n e N, with prescribed finite monodromy and do the calculation for the case n = 1 . We find a bound for the degree over Q of the field of definition of the coefficients of a Lamé operator with prescribed finite monodromy and give examples of Lamé operators with finite monodromy. Finally we study Lamé operators with infinite monodromy and generic second order differential operators which are pull-backs of hypergeometric ones under algebraic maps.
where a¡(x) £ K(x) and K is a number field over Q : what one can say about its solutions (Ly = 0) and monodromy looking only at the coefficients a¡(x) ?
In this paper we give some partial answers to this question for the special case of a Lamé operator. One of the questions we will approach is the following: (*) For every n £ N, how many Lamé operators ¿2?" are there whose monodromy group is a dihedral group of order 2N (N £ N) ?
We will answer (*) in the case n = 1 (2.14, 2.15). The method we use for the proof works for general n : for example the case n = 2 can be found in [CO] .
Before summarizing our work we give a brief review of the known results. Since the work of Schwarz on hypergeometric equations and the classification of the relative finite monodromy groups, no basic improvements have been made. Recently, the challenge of the Grothendieck conjecture has stimulated some progress: see [KA] , [KAI] , [KA2] , [HO] , [BE-HE] , [DW1] . (We recall that this conjecture asserts that if in (0.1) almost all the reductions mod p (prime ideal in the ring of integers of K) have a complete set of solutions, which is equivalent to L having zero p-curvature for almost all p, then equation (0.1) has only algebraic solutions.) On the other hand, some improvements in the sense of Klein and Schwarz can be found in [BA-DW] , [SING] , [BA] , [DW] , But we are still a long way from achieving the same level of understanding for general operators that we have attained in the hypergeometric case. In particular, this is true for the most obvious extension, namely for a second order differential operator with four singular points.
In this paper we want to deal with a particular case: the Lamé operators, that is, the family of second order differential operators, with four singular points, defined for each n £ N* #l = #+£fD-n{n+l}x+B ¿J J where D = £ , f = 4rjj=t(* -*/), ex ¿ e2 ¿ ey ¿ ex and B, e¡ £ C, and with exponent differences:
4s>(e/) = 2 ' i =1,2, 3, 1 A^(oo) = n + 2
( [PL] , [WW] ). For such operators the Grothendieck conjecture was proved in [CH-CH] . But the problem of connecting the parameters ex , e2, e^, B and n with the solutions and the monodromy is still open (see [BA] ). As we said before, in this paper we address this problem and, in particular, we will answer the question (*) for n = 1 up to homography (2.14, 2.15).
Remark 0.2. Two Lamé operators Jz^', ^" are homographie if one is transformed into the other by a homographie change of the independent variable. For n £ N, a dihedral group is the only possible finite monodromy group for S?" [BA] . We will show that the number (up to homography) of equations for each n £ N and each N £ N is finite (we recall that for a Lamé operator finite monodromy is equivalent to having algebraic solutions). It is known [BA-DW] that every Lamé operator 2C" with finite monodromy group of order 27V is a rational pull-back of a hypergeometric one of the type (3 > It > 2) ( [BA-DW] , [BA1] ); this kind of hypergeometric operator will be indicated by %n and we recall that it has the dihedral group of order 2N as monodromy group. If we consider the rational map by which we construct the pull-back as a covering:
<P: P'-tP1, the problem (*) becomes related with the calculation of all the rational coverings of P1 (up to homography) with ramification over 0, 1 and 00 which transform by pull-back a hypergeometric operator into a Lamé one. This will give the method to solve (*).
Remark 0.3. Following [BA-DW] by pull-back we mean "weak" pull-back (see Remark 1.4). Once we know the number (up to homography) of the Lamé operators 2C" with prescribed monodromy group, we can investigate the number field in which it is possible to define the coefficients. In §3 we will give a bound for the degree over Q of this field (Proposition 3.1). This will be done by studying the coefficients of the rational function giving the Lamé -2^ as pull-back of a hypergeometric operator.
In [DW1] Dwork conjectures that all globally nilpotent second order operators are related to hypergeometric ones by pull-backs via algebraic maps and by linear transformations of the solutions (leaving the monodromy unchanged).
In the final part of this paper ( §5) we will deal with Lamé operators with n = -\ (and so with infinite monodromy). In §5 we will investigate (Proposition 5.5) the structure of the algebraic maps which transform (via pull-back) a hypergeometric operator into a generic second order linear operator with rational coefficients.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in § 1 problem (*) is reduced to a covering problem. In §2 we will answer (*) in the case of Lamé operators with n = 1 (2.14, 2.15) (the same techniques can be applied to the general case: an example is found in [CO] ). In §3 we apply our previous results in order to define a bound for the degree over Q of the field of definition of the coefficients of a Lamé operator with given n and prescribed dihedral group (Proposition 3.1). In §4 we give some examples. In §5 using our method we study Lamé operators with n = -j which are rational pull-backs of hypergeometrics (see 2] ). In this section we also state some results about pull-backs made by algebraic maps. This is a first (small) step in the direction of the Dwork conjecture ([DW1],
[CH-CH1, 2]).
We wish to express our gratitude to Professor Bernard Dwork: his patience in introducing us to the subject and his advice have been invaluable. Thanks are also due to C. Falcolini and to Professor J. H. Conway.
For notation see [BA-DW] , [BA] , [DW] . Let n £ N* ; we denote by 4%(*')^2? ¿=1,2,3, 4s;(oo) = /!+ 2-For Lamé operators S?n as in (1.2) the dihedral group is the only possible monodromy finite group [BA] . For a given dihedral group of order 27V, TV e N*, we want to know (up to homography (0.2)) the number of Lamé operators, Sfn (1.2), which have this group as monodromy group.
In general, by [BA-DW] , such a Lamé operator will be a pull-back by a rational map (1. The Klein theory of pull-backs is connected with the ratio of the solutions [BA-DW] : it follows that transformations of the type Y = 6Z (with 6 locally defined) are allowed and the operators ^ and \ o ¿îf" o 6 are considered equivalent. By this type of transformation on J¿?" one can locally reduce it to the form (1.4.1) D2 + B'
where B' = -"("+XJX+B -\Ç + 75(f)2 and 6 is defined as % = -\¡j . (Of course from (1.4.1) one can recover Jz^ .) The notion of weak pull-back is related to operators in this normalized form (see [BA-DW] ). But (1.4.1) has the same singularities and the same exponent differences as £?" and it uniquely characterizes the ^ by which it has been generated: this implies that homographic equivalence for (1.4.1)-type operators is equal to the same equivalence for the operators 5f" from which they derive. On the other hand, an easy calculation shows that no transformations (except the constant one) of the typê o2'"o6 send ä?" into another element of L" . It follows that our notion is perfectly consistent with [BA-DW] , [BA1] . See Remark 1.16.
We now want to study the properties of <P as in ( 1.3) with the aim of characterizing it. By a Hurwitz-type argument ([BA-DW, 1.5]) the degree of <I> must be (1.5) deg<D = «/V.
Let m<i,(.x, y) denote the multiplicity of <P(x) = y . The relation between the differences of the exponents is (1-6) m0(x, y)A^(y) = A^n(x).
It is clear that to construct <P one has to know the "ramification set" r = <p-'{o, 1,00}.
The singular points of 5f" necessarily belong to Y and if y £ Y\{ex, e2, e$, 00}, (1.7) A^(y) = l. We put r = {ex, e2, e¡, 00, yx, ... , y"N-2} ■ For the possible multiplicities of the elements of Y over 0, 1 , 00 of <P (using (1.6), (1.7)) there is Table  1 If we want this table to represent the fibers over 0, 1, oo of a possible rational function, we have to choose one value in every entry subject to the following rules:
(i) Every row has sum equal to degO = «TV (i.e., each fiber has «TV elements, counting multiplicities).
(ii) In every column there is only one element ^ 0 (i.e., the map is well defined).
Remark 1.9. All the entries are in N. From (i), m<i>(oo, 1) = 0. After 0,1, oo no other ramification points for <I> are allowed (see (1.6)). So the rational map <I> giving the pull-back will represent a covering of P1 of degree nN ramified only over 0, 1, oo . Rules (i) and (ii) greatly simplify the structure of the fibers of the rational map <P. In fact the structure of each fiber over 0, 1, oo (and, by Remark 1.9, of all the fibers) is completely explained by the following cases, which in general we will denote by W(n, N) (depending on n and TV).
We put k = number of y,'s with multiplicity ^ 0 over 0, p = number of y,'s with multiplicity ^ 0 over 1, t] = number of y,'s with multiplicity ^ 0 over oo.
For TV even and for every choice of n , we have the following possible cases. .. , 5, cover all possible multiplicities at the ramification points of a rational map which pulls-back a hypergeometric operator %?n to a Lamé £?" . Proof. The proof of the proposition can be verified directly using the rules (i) and (ii). Note that the cases i\ , i -I, ... , 5, represent the multiplicities at the ramification points of a covering which is obtained by composition of the automorphism £ with a covering related to the cases i, i = I, ... , 5 . Q.E.D.
Although the cases i, if, i = I, ... , 5, cover all the possible multiplicities of a covering which transforms by pull-back a hypergeometric operator ßfa to a Lamé Jz^ , each case does not uniquely characterize a rational covering map: in fact there exist coverings of P1 by P1 with the same multiplicities at the only ramification points 0, 1, oo, but not homographie.
1.11. As we said, a Lamé operator with finite dihedral monodromy group of order 2 TV is a rational pull-back of a hypergeometric one ^ with the same monodromy group [BA] , [BA1] . For TV ^ 2 this map is unique up to homography. But in general a Lamé operator Sfn (n £ N) which is a rational pull-back of a hypergeometric %?u will have as monodromy group a dihedral group of order 27V', 7V'|TV [BA-DW] , [BA1] .
Thus the problem of "counting" the number, J2f(n, TV), of nonhomographic Lamé operators in L" (n £ N*) with given monodromy group dihedral of order 2TV (TV £ N*) is related to the calculation of the number, JV W(n, TV), of all nonhomographic ramified coverings of P1 by P1 (hence rational) which pull-back a hypergeometric operator %x to a Lamé of the type 3?" . In general we will have (1.11.1) J2?(n,N)<yr<g(n,N).
We will now explain the method for calculating yVW(n, TV) for a given n and TV. In §2, we will give the exact formula for the case n = 1 (2.14) and in the same section, by means of (1.11.1), we also give an exact formula for J&{\,N) (2.15).
1.12. We will now see how to calculate such coverings. Consider a rational covering <P as in (1.3) which pulls-back a hypergeometric operator ^n to a Lamé Sf" ; it has degree «TV. Take the fiber over y ^ {0, 1, oo}, <P_1(y), and enumerate it: 1, ... , «TV. By analytic continuation, one obtains a transitive permutation representation of the fundamental group n(P'\{0, 1, oo}, y) [MA, V] ,
(1.12.1) (D»:n(P1\{0, l,™},y)-+onN; the image subgroup of this representation will be called the monodromy covering group. The fundamental group n(P'\{0, 1, oo}, y) is generated by the paths x, p, a around 0, 1, oo (resp.) with relation xpa = 1. The cycle decomposition of the permutations <P*(t) , 0*(/?), <&*(&) represents the multiplicities of the points above 0, 1, oo (respectively). In our cases the multiplicities of the ramification points are given by the various W(n, TV) cases.
On the other hand we have a one-to-one correspondence between the unramified coverings of P'\{0, 1, oo} of degree «TV and the transitive representations of the fundamental group of P'\{0, 1, oo} in the symmetric group of order «TV, o"N.
In fact we know from elementary algebraic topology that all spaces are assumed arcwise connected and locally arcwise connected. Theorem 1.12.2 (cf. [MA, V.4.2] ). Let X be a topological space and p : X° -> X be an unramified covering. Consider xq a point of X. Then the subgroups p*Yl(X°, x) where x £ p~x(xo) form a whole conjugacy class of subgroups of U(X,x0).
Again from [MA, V. 10 .1] we have this constructive result. Theorem 1.12.3. Let X be a topological space which admits a universal covering. Then for each conjugacy class of subgroups of Yl(X, x), x £ X, there exists an unramified covering (X°, p) of X such that p*Yl(X°, x), x £ p~x(x), belongs to the given conjugacy class.
a jos
On the other hand a conjugacy class of subgroups is characterized uniquely by the associated covering. Theorem 1.12.4 [MA, V.6.6] . Two covering spaces (Xx, px), (X2,p2) of X are isomorphic if and only if there exist two points xx £ Xx and x2 £ X2 such that Pi(xx) -Pi(x2) = x0 £ X and the subgroups puYl(Xx, xx) and p2,Yl(X2, x2) belong to the same conjugacy class. P'\{0, 1, 00} is a Riemann surface: it admits a universal covering. Consider a transitive representation of n(P'\{0, 1, 00}, y) on o"n connected with a case k £ W(n, TV) ; i.e. it will have a cycles decomposition for the permutations <P*(t) , <P*(/>) and <P, ((t) given by the lines in the table k . Such a representation characterizes a whole conjugacy class of subgroups of o"n : hence a topological unramified covering V of P'\{0, 1, 00} of degree «TV p:T'^Px\{0, l,oo} where p is a local homeomorphism and a proper map. The representation related to p as in (1.1) has image in rx"# which is a subgroup conjugate to that from which we started. By the fact that p is a local homeomorphism, V itself is a Riemann surface. We can now apply the following: Theorem 1.12.5 [FO, Theorems 8.4 and 8.5] . Let X be a Riemann surface, and A be a discrete closed subset. Let X' = X\A and indicate by p: Y' -» X' a proper unramified covering map, with Y' a Riemann surface. Then p extends to a ramified proper covering <3> : Y -» X, with Y a Riemann surface, such that Y\Q>~X(X') is biholomorphic via a fiber-preserving map to Y'. The Riemann surface Y is unique up to covering transformations.
So we can "complete uniquely" our covering V to a covering T over P1 . The multiplicities over the branched points (which in our case are 0, 1, 00) are characterized by the local monodromy, hence by the cycle decompositions of the permutations which represent the paths around the branched points. In our case, for every representation (up to conjugation) of n(P'\{0, 1, 00}, y) in a"N related to k £ W(n, TV) we obtain a ramified (only over 0, 1, 00) proper covering of P1 of degree «TV. By a Hurwitz-type argument this covering space necessarily is P1.
1.13. In this sense, if for given « e N* and TV e N* and for each case k in W(n, TV) (compatible of course with the choice of « , TV) we can calculate all the transitive subgroups of o"n (up to conjugation) with the cycle decomposition and structure deriving from k as above (i.e. a subgroup generated by two permutations <P»(t) and Q>»(p) with cycle decomposition given by (resp.) the first two lines of k and such that the composition 0"(t) o 0»(/j) has cycle decomposition as the third line in k) , we actually calculate the number of nonhomographic coverings of P1 by P1 with prescribed ramifications over 0,Observation 1.15. The Lamé operators related to the pull-backs in the case i and /' Î (for each / = 1, 2, ... , 5) are the same. In fact as we stated in the proof of 1.10.1 the cases i and i Î are connected by an inversion £ in the target. This is equivalent to taking first the pull-back of a hypergeometric operator %n by \ and afterwards applying one of the pull-backs related to i. But the operator <%% = L\ \ i after the \ transformation maintains the same 2 ' ¡V ' 2 x projective monodromy and normal form (1.4). It follows that no new operators are constructed by / î . So, for our computation, it is enough to study the cases i, i = 1, 2, ... , 5; and from now on we will denote by W(n, TV) only these cases. Remark 1.16. We want to make some comments about the notion of equivalence up to homography in L" . As one can easily see, only homographies with oo as a fixed point operate in the set L" (of course in the independent variable x). This is consistent with our constructions. In fact, a homography x which makes two coverings isomorphic has to respect the fibers and the multiplicities. The ramifications and the multiplicities for the coverings related to rational functions which pull-back a hypergeometric operator ß?N into a Lamé ^ are ruled by the previous cases i and i'î . In each case oo has an exceptional multiplicity in its fiber, so x has to send oo to itself. Actually, throughout our article we could restrict to homographies of the type ax + b .
In this section we will give an explicit calculation for the case « = 1 . Namely, in the first part of this section we will deal with the calculation of all the coverings which pull back a hypergeometric operator %"N into a Lamé of type S?x . In the second part, we will obtain information about the number of inequivalent Lamé operators, 3\, with finite dihedral monodromy group of order 2TV.
2.1. By § 1, the problem of calculating the coverings which pull back a hypergeometric operator ^ into a Lamé of type Sfx is equivalent to calculating the number of nonhomographic ramified coverings <D: P1 ^P1 of degree N, ramified over 0, 1 , oo with cycle decomposition for the monodromy covering group given by the cases ^( 1, TV) and this turns out to be equal to the number of all nonconjugate subgroups of a^ with the structure related to W(l, N) as in 1.12, 1.13 and 1.14. In fact for each case k£&(1, TV)
we will need to characterize all the subgroups of on generated by two permutations (which we will indicate (resp.) <P»(t) and <P*(/>)) which have the cycle decomposition given (resp.) by the first two lines in the case k and such that the composition of these two permutations (<P,(t) o(p"(p) = ®t(o)~x) has exactly the same cycle decomposition as the third line in k (1.14).
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We will indicate with the same symbols 0»(/>), <P»(t) and <!>*(<t) also their cycle decompositions. In general <!>"(/?) consists of a large cycle of length TV or, in case 3 only, two cycles of length y, with TV even; <P*(t) consists of cycles of length 2 or 1. The composition of the two must have the same cycle decomposition as 3>*(c) (third line of k) and so it may have cycles of length 2 and 1, but in every case one and only one cycle of length 3. (Notation: a #-cycle for q £ N* is a cycle of length q .) 2.2. To characterize such subgroups (up to conjugation) we indicate <P»(/>) by a diagram of the type:
(if a is a vertex <£*(/>)(a) is the target of the arrow starting in a) and by a dashed line-the 2-cycle and by /%/ the 1-cycle in <P*(t) ; for the composition of the two (<P"(t) o <!>*(/?)) we may use the diagram:
Remark. We always assume that in a convex diagram as in (2.3) the 2-cycles of <P*(t) (dashed lines) are drawn in the interior, except in the case in which they are between two vertices connected by a side of <P*(/j) (this situation will be denoted by (f) in Remark 2.3.2). Note that (2.3) does not necessarily correspond to a case that actually occurs in £?(1, TV).
2.3.1. In order to find the cycles of the composition (which in our situation must be those of <P» ; see 1.14) one starts from a vertex (say Io in (2.3)) and applies <P*(/9) and in the target one applies <P»(t) : the result, 2°, is where 1°i s sent by <P»(t) o <S>t(p). In the following we will denote such a situation by 1 ° <-»• 2°. In order to find the length of the cycle one goes on until one comes back to Io.
Remark 2.3.2. In (2.3) there is a 7-cycle for the composition. Only a situation of the type:
gives a 1-cycle in the composition (a, b in (2.3)). In conclusion, the composition in (2.3) has a cycle of length 7, two 1-cycles and one cycle of length 2 (so it will not be a diagram of a case in W(l, TV)).
2.3.3. We recall that for every case in W(l, TV) (cf. 2.1) there must be exactly one 3-cycle in the composition. A diagram of the type just introduced (2.3) characterizes a subgroup of the symmetric group up to conjugation. So two diagrams must be considered the same if one comes from the other by a rotation.
In the sequel we identify a diagram with a subgroup up to conjugation. We give now some information about the structure of the previous diagrams using the cycle decomposition.
Proposition 2.4. Case 3 never occurs.
Proof. In this case Q>*(p) is made up to two "large" cycles of length y . We call A the one which contains the unique (f) diagram. (In fact the composition has only one cycle of length 1, i.e. a fixed point.) The other will be denoted by B. The permutation group represents the monodromy group of a covering and thus it has to be connected (transitive). So, there exists at least one 2-cycle of 0*(t) connecting the two y-cycles (from now on, by connecting we mean a cycle which connects the two large y-cycles). In the sense of the rotation of A we fix the first connecting 2-cycle of 0»(t) , a, which follows the (f) diagram.
We obtain the following:
B
We recall that the permutation given by the composition <P,(t) o<P"(/>) must have only one 3-cycle. Using the diagram (2.5) we have a <-+ b (2.3.1) for the composition and necessarily a and b belong to a 3-cycle: we cannot close a and b in a 2-cycle in the composition because if this were the case then b ^-> a and this fact would contradict the hypothesis on a . Consider then as in (2.5) Px «-» P* in A. If Px and />,* belong to a 2-cycle necessarily T5,* <-* Px and the diagram will be We may continue in this way in A until we find P¡ *! (j'eN,;> Ir] but P* '/-> Pj in the composition (this necessarily happens because at worst we reach v). Hence P* and P¡ are in the only 3-cycle of the composition. We then have that a , b , P¡■, PJ are all elements of a 3-cycle: two of them (at least) have to coincide. There are only two possible cases: either a = Pj or a = P*. In the first case, necessarily j > I, and we would also have Pj-X = v : but this is impossible because a connecting 2-cycle starts from v while by construction P,-_ i <-► P*_, in A . In the second case, i.e. a = PJ, the 3-cycle of the composition consists of a = PJ , b, Pj. We know that a <-► b, Pj «-* P* = a , so necessarily we would have b <-► Pj. The diagram is as follows:
From (2.5.1) we have Lx *-» v = L\. But the unique 3-cycle of the composition has been constructed before; hence v = L\ *-» Lx . We may continue in this way until one of the following 3 cases occurs:
(i) L*k = Pj (k£^,k>l).
(ii) From Lk (Lk <-> L*k) we have a 2-cycle of 0*(t) connecting two vertices of B (k£N,k>l).
(iii) From Lk we have a connecting 2-cycle of <P*(t) , but it does not allow L*k<-+Lk (JfceN, fc> 1).
Consider the case (i), i.e. L*k = P¡. In this case Lk «-» L*k = Pj and L*k = Pj <-* a: but since the composition has to have just one 3-cycle, we are forced to have b -Lk . But this is impossible: in fact b = Lk means that we have marked all the y vertices of B by Lx, ... ,Lk, while the corresponding L\, ... , Lk may just cover the vertices between a and P¡ (hence in number smaller or equal to y -2). The cases (ii) and (iii) are not admissible either (of course we suppose that the L*k 's are in the A diagram between v and Pf) : in fact we will have another 3-cycle different from the previous a, b, Pj while 3 has only one 3-cycle in the composition. So all the cases presented by the diagram (2.5.1) fail to accomplish the requests of case 3: it is impossible to have case 3. Q.E.D. Proposition 2.6. In every case k ofW (l,N) it is impossible to have two crossing 2-cycles of <P*(t).
Proof. In view of (2.4), we need only study the cases in which <P»(/>) consists of a single cycle of order TV. In all these cases there exists either a (f) diagram or a 1-cycle of <P* (t) : we fix one of those and we denote it by &~. After &", in the sense of rotation, 3>*(/>) we consider the first 2-cycle of <P*(t) , a, crossed.
On the other hand we also fix the first vertex after a, L, from which we have a 2-cycle of <P*(t) crossing a . We will have the diagram
(2.6.1) 'i.'' I By the diagram we will have a «-» è and a , ¿> are not in a 2-cycle of the composition: in fact, in order to have a 2-cycle of the composition we should have b <-> a and we would have a diagram of the type: b and this contradicts the hypothesis on a. So a and b belong to the unique 3-cycle of the composition. In the diagram (2.6.1) we also consider Tx «-♦ Tx* : by our hypothesis on L, Tx and 7"* belong to the unique 3-cycle of the composition. Hence in order to have a unique 3-cycle at least two of a, b , Tx, T* must coincide. But this is impossible without contradicting our hypotheses: in fact by construction Tx ^ TJ , b £ a, a ^ Tx and b ^ T*. If a s T*, then a will not be the first 2-cycle crossed. Also the case b = TX does not happen. Hence a, b, Tx , T* must all be different and so we cannot have just one 3-cycle. Thus crossing cycles for <P*(t) are not allowed in the construction of the subgroups of on having cycle decompositions and structures as in the case &(l,N).
Q.E.D.
Remark 2.7. A change in the orientation of <¡>*(p) does not invalidate the previous proofs. After these general propositions about the structure of the groups, we calculate now the number of these groups. We start with the case TV even. In this hypothesis in W(l, TV) there are only 1 and 2 (cf. 2.4). Proof. In this case the composition <P»(ct) has three 1-cycles and one 3-cycle. It follows that the diagram (of the type 2.3) for case 2 will have three (t) pictures. The problem is to distribute the 2-cycles of <P»(t) (it has only 2-cycles in this case) without crossing and three (f). The generic picture will be where we denote by a ß , y the number of 2-cycles of <P»(t) "in that side" (excluding the one involved in (|)). Of course we can have one or more of a, ß , y equal to zero (for example a is equal to 0 in the previous picture). In this case in that side (where one of the a, ß , y is zero), we must have only the (t)-diagram. (Note that one is forced to construct the previous picture: in fact we need just one 3-cycle then 2 and 1-cycles and not crossing cycles.) We must have: N a + ß + y = --3, a,ß,y>0.
In order to characterize all the groups with the data a, ß, y and to avoid symmetries we study the triples: y > ß > a for a fixed orientation of <P»(/>) : the opposite diagram (i.e. the same diagram but changing the sense of rotation (orientation) of 0>,(p)) will give for each choice of a < ß < y another not conjugate group. This will not be the case if at least two of a, ß , y are equal. So denoting P = y -3 and a = [y], the number of total possibilities is a 1*1*1
2J2 J2 1 -((a+ l) + #{evenin [P-a, P]} -e)
Q=0 ß=a where e = 1 if P = 0 mod 3, zero otherwise ((a + 1) is linked with a = ß , while the other term to ß = y . The case a = ß = y, if possible (P = 0 mod 3), is counted in this way twice; the multiplication by 2 is related to the change of sense of Q>*(p) ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (i) if P = 0 mod 3, a = f ,
For the various reductions of P mod 3 we obtain p 3 P + 3 7> , --2 + 1
(ii) If P = 1 mod 3, a=£+±,ifP=.2 mod 3, a = ^ ,
P+l P+2
We put P = y -3 , and by substitution we get the proposition. Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.9. // TV is even, the number of nonconjugate subgroups in case 2 is TV-2 TV --T' ^4-Proof. Now the composition (i.e. the third line in the 2-case) has only one 1-cycle so we will have only one (t)-diagram. This (t)-diagram and the two 1-cycles of <P»(t) have to be distributed as in the following diagram (see the first line in the 2-case):
With the notation of proof of 2.8: a + ß + y = y-2, a,ß,y>0.
If we denote by a the number of 2-cycles of 0"(t) "in the same side" of the (t)-diagram, the only type of symmetry we have to worry about when we consider the opposite diagram for #*(/>) is the case ß -y. So, if we put ß < y , the total number of nonconjugate subgroups is: Each class of subgroups (up to conjugation) corresponds to the monodromy of a covering of P1 by P1 ; hence it is associated to a rational map (P: P1 -P1 which transforms by pull-back a hypergeometric operator %^ into a Lamé of the type S?x. So we can state Theorem 2.14. The number ^^(l, TV), of nonhomographic coverings of <P: P1 -► P1 which transform by pull-back a hypergeometric operator %?n into a Lamé of the type 2fx is exactly Un -l)(N -2) + I (/"TV = 0 mod 3, 6 3
Un-l)(N-2) ifN= 1, 2 mod 3. Q.E.D.
6 In particular we obtain Corollary 2.14.1. A Lamé operator of the type Sfx never has monodromy group dihedral of order 4.
Proof. In fact such a Lamé operator would be a rational pull-back of a hypergeometric one of the type %?2 , TV = 2 . Q.E.D.
Remark 2.14.2. This result was already stated by Baldassarri in [BAT] . Corollary 2.14.1 is also true not only for n = 1 but for a general « [CO] .
In this second part we use Theorem 2.14 in order to give an answer to our problem of calculating the number, *4£¿?(l, TV), of inequivalent Lamé operators of the type Lx with finite dihedral monodromy group of order 2TV for TV e N*. We will carry out such a calculation using our knowledge of the number JW(l, TV) (2.14) of nonhomographic covering maps of P1 by P1 which pullback a hypergeometric operator %*N into a Lamé S?x . In fact we have the following general statement. Proof. The fact that TV' ^ 2 follows from 2.14.1. In general an operator which is a rational pull-back of the hypergeometric ^ always has a finite monodromy group which is a subgroup of the dihedral group of order 2TV. Thus we need only to prove that every Lamé operator S? with finite monodromy group of order 2 TV' with TV'|TV, N' ^ 2 may be constructed as a rational pull-back of the hypergeometric operator %n . For a Lamé operator 5? as before, we actually know the existence of a rational map (unique, because N ^ 2 [BA] ) which presents S? as a rational pull-back of the hypergeometric operator %n' ■ We just need to show the existence (and unicity up to homography) of a rational map <t> which transforms by pull-back the hypergeometric operator %?N into ßt^w . By the Hurwitz formula (1.5.1) (cf. 1.5] ) the degree of <D is deg<P = TV/TV'.
We may study O exactly as in § 1 : the only ramification points are over 0,1, oo . The number of points in the fibers over 0, 1 , oo is N/N' + 2 ; among those there will be 0, 1 , oo because they are singular points of %n' ■ We indicate the others (which are not singular points for J^*) by yx, ... , y^/N'-i ■ In this case Table 1 If we desire that the previous table represent the multiplicities at the ramification points 0, 1, oo of a rational map, we must follow the same rules as in § 1. On the other hand we recall that TV > 3 . It turns out that there is only one table which represents the multiplicities at the ramification points of a rational map (in particular over 1 there is just one point with multiplicity N/N') : the table depends on the parity of N/N' (we are using observation 1.15: actually there are two tables but one comes from the composition of the other with £ ). It is then easy to check that connected with this table (i.e. with given multiplicities over the ramification points) there is only one diagram which represents the monodromy group of a rational covering with exactly the same multiplicities over the ramification points (cf. first part of this section). We conclude that there exists a (unique) rational map, up to homography, which pulls back the hypergeometric operator %fN into ^> . Q.E.D.
Remark 2.16. If TV = 3 , then
hence there will be exactly one nonhomographic class of Lamé operators 2[ with finite monodromy of order 2TV = 6 (this is the case in [BAT] ). For TV = 4, again JV <£( 1, 4) = JVS?( 1, 4) and there is exactly one class: the pull-back from case 2.
Remark 2.17. In view of Remark 2.14.2, Theorem 2.15 holds not only for n = 1 but for a general « £ N.
Remark 2.18. It is evident that one can carry through similar calculations for every « and TV. It turns out that for every case there will be only a finite number of possibilities: in fact each Lamé operator S?" with dihedral monodromy group of order 27V will be related (up to homography) to a ramified covering of P1 made by P1 of degree «TV : and each such covering (up to homography) is associated with a subgroup of the permutation group o"n ■ We can conclude that for every « the number (up to homography) of Lamé operators of the type L" with finite monodromy group of order 2TV is finite. In particular, by direct computation, for « = 2 and for TV = 3 (dihedral group of order 6), we get exactly one nonhomographic class of operators.
In general for « > 1 one can show that the number of nonhomographic Lamé operators Jz^ with fixed dihedral monodromy group of order 2 TV is bounded by an increasing function of « .
Once we know the number of solutions of the problem (*), a natural question can be posed: where are these solutions?
In this section we study the field of definition of the coefficients of the rational map defining the pull-back for a Lamé operator with finite monodromy group, thus the field of definition of the coefficients of the Lamé operator.
Consider a Lamé operator £?" (1.2); from ex , e2, e-¡ one can get the crossratio of {ex ,e2,e-¡,, 00} (in the order) e2 -£3
(invariant under homography) and the relative invariant (À ^ 0, 1) j(X) = ^2-k+l? xHX-i) which is invariant for homography and order.
If O is a rational map which gives a pull-back from a hypergeometric ßt o a Lamé operator 5f" (with a certain « 6 N), the monodromy group of the covering induced by <P will have cycle decompositions for the permutations which generate it given by one of the cases we have previously considered. We will indicate this case by k(<P) . Remember that from 1.14 yT(rc(<P)) is the number of nonhomographic coverings of P1 having the cycle decomposition of *(•).
Proposition 3.1. If <P gives (as a pull-back) the Lamé operator Sf" with finite dihedral group of order 2TV, it is possible to choose a homographie Jz^ given by a rational map 4> such that if we denote by Q(<P) the field of the coefficients of í> we have [Q(®):Q]<a.yr(K(<t>)) with q = 2, if the invariant J of (the elliptic curve associated to) 5f" (the same as that of £?") is 123, a = 3 if J = 0 and a = 1 otherwise.
Proof. We consider the covering given by <P: P'->P'.
If {ex, e2, ej, 00} are the singular points of 2f", and J its invariant, one can find a homography which sends 00 to 00 and then if the images of ex , e2, e$ are ëx, ë2 and é?3 we have that IlLiC* ~ ft) is a polynomial over Q(J) (see Lemma 3.2). Denote by 4> the new rational map derived from <P after the homography.
Define Qi(<¡>) to be the splitting field of the coefficients of <î> (Qj(<P) 2 Q(<P)) and for every o £ ^/(Qj(4>)/Q), denote by ÔCT the rational map obtained from <j> applying o on the coefficients:
We obtain a new covering with monodromy group in the same case, i.e. the case /c(Ô) = k(<S>) , but in general it is not conjugate to the monodromy covering group of Ô. 1728 . Then there exists [SI] , [HU] n, ., Examples. We want to give some examples of Lamé operators with prescribed monodromy group.
4.1. If « = 1 and TV = 3, the monodromy group is of order 6 = 2TV ; by our calculations there is only one Lamé operator with monodromy group of order 6 (up to homography, from 5). This agrees with the work of F. Baldassarri [BAT] (see observation 1.14).
4.2. If « = 1 and TV = 4, the situation is like the previous one. There is only one Lamé operator (up to homography) with dihedral group of order 8 (deriving from the cases 2). So it is enough to calculate a pull-back mapping in each case 2 or, equivalently (by observation 1.15) in 2]. In the case 2] the general equation for the pull-back map (in W(l, 4)) is (x for the variable in S? and x' for X) :
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (oo is sent to 0 with multiplicity 3, ex ^ e2 ^ e^ ^ £ ^ X). It follows that 7 = 0, 123 does not happen. So, by Proposition 3.1 there will be a pull-back mapping defined in Q ; in fact -4(x-i) (x-1)4 M (x2 + 2)(x-2)2 (x2 + 2)(x-2)2 '
Of course for 2 the pull-back is given by composing with x" = l/x'. It follows that the only elliptic curve on which there is defined a Lamé operator « = 1 with dihedral monodromy group of order 8 is / 7\ y2 = 4 ( X --J (x2 + 2). So in every case it is enough to find a pull-back mapping in order to know the others by homography. By 4 the rational map has to satisfy
(oo is sent to oo with multiplicity 3). Of course x" -l/x' for 4 î.
And for 5 Î
A(x-X)2 (x-£)5 +1 (x3 + px + q)(x -6)2 (x3 + px + q)(x -6) we find the solution~[
*' (*3+?* -m* -1)2 = ix*+%x -4)(x -ir Obviously for 5 x" = 1 fx'. It follows that the only two elliptic curves where a Lamé operator with monodromy group of order 10 is defined are 2 ( 2 7 61V " 2 3 15 395 y1=\x1--x + -\(x + 3), y ¿ = x + ~^x ~ ^f ■ 4.4. In Remark 2.16 we have noticed that for « = 2 there is exactly one class of Lamé operators in L2 with monodromy group dihedral of order 6 (from 2). To find a representative it is enough to construct a pull-back for 2. This rational map must satisfy (x2 + px + q)(x2 + Xxx + X2)2 _ (x2 + rx + t)3
A(x -ei) A(x -e3) (oo is sent into oo with multiplicity 5). We get the rational map , _ (x2 + 8x + x-f)(x2 + 2x + I)2 _ (x2 + 4x + tf)3
Thus, the only elliptic curve in which a Lamé operator of the type 3^ with finite dihedral monodromy group of order 6 is defined is *-{¿+**l-?)W)-
We now apply our method to study Lamé operators with infinite monodromy group.
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part we will study rational pull-backs of hypergeometric operators giving Lamé operators of type 2'_\ . We will see, in particular, that there are only four classes of operators of the type Sf_\ which are rational pull-backs (cf. [CH-CH1, 2]). In the second part we deal with the notion of a general second order differential equation which is an algebraic pull-back of hypergeometric operators (i.e. the pull-back is made by an algebraic map): we will give a bound for the degree of such a map.
As we said, we wish to deal with Lamé operators 3'_\_ which are rational 2 pull-backs of hypergeometric operators. We state the problem in a slightly different way. Namely, in this part of the section, we want to study all the second order differential operators Sf with four singular points and with Riemann data 
U> + aJ
If Xo = A, = oo, M = 2 .
Otherwise, from the table rules, M must be greater than each finite Xo and Ai. In fact (we suppose that if one of A, is oo, then it is Xx) take c¡ £ r\{e"i, e2, ei, oo} : in t\ the operator Sf is nonsingular. It follows that the exponent difference in c¡ is 1. By 1.3 £ cannot belong to the fiber over oo (and, if Xx -oo, it cannot be over 1). The only possibility is that c¡ is sent in 0 or 1 and with multiplicity Xo or Xx (or, in the case Xx = oo, it is sent to 0, with multiplicity An) . By the first table rule in § 1 the multiplicity of <P in every point must be less than or equal to the degree M (note that in the case with Xo, Xx both finite necessarily there will be one £ as above in each fiber over 0 and 1 ). For every admissible triple above one can construct the possible tables, and for every table the related nonconjugate groups (connected groups). By a combinatorial argument the number of nonconjugate groups (= not homographie coverings of P1 with given ramification data = nonhomographic rational functions which transform by pull-back a hypergeometric operator ^x0,x¡ ,<x> into a Lamé with Riemann data as in (5.0)) is presented by # in Table (5.2) .
We note that to every table there corresponds one and only one group (not as in §2 where a given table corresponds to many nonconjugate groups). On the other hand it may happen that the same Lamé operator is presented as rational pull-back by two nonhomographic rational functions.
It turns out that all the hypergeometric operators in Table ( 5.2) are related to the operator (00, 2, 3) ; i.e., they can be derived from (00, 2, 3, ) by a rational transformation. It follows that each covering arising from Table (5. 2) is a factor of one connected with (00, 2, 3). (This is consistent with the degree of the coverings. The only problem arises from (00, 2, 4) which admits coverings of degree 8 (which does not divide 12, the degree of (00, 2, 3) coverings). But in this case (00, 2, 4) is transformed by means of a quadratic transformation ((22) , p. 112 in [BATE] ) in (00, 2, 00) : the number of coverings related to these two operators is the same. A direct computation of the cycle decomposition of the fibers shows that every covering of (00, 2, 4) can be factorized by the rational map which connects (00, 2, 00) and (00, 2, 4). On the other hand (00, 2, 00) is a cubic transform of (00, 2, 3) ((43), p. 114 in [BATE] ).)
So it is enough to study the coverings of (00, 2, 3). But the hypergeometric equation which is related, J_ _5_ \ 12' 12' ' Z) ' arises from the family of elliptic curves having parameter equal to the /-invariant. Our coverings can be interpreted as stable families of elliptic curves with four singular fibers. In this sense the problem has been studied by [BE] (the article which gave us the idea for the present work).
In a private letter to Dwork, Beukers signals that the six families of elliptic curves give only four nonequivalent Lamé operators of the prescribed type. (On the other hand they are connected with the Apery examples [BE-ST] In this second part of the section we deal with pull-backs of hypergeometric operators realized by algebraic functions. and suppose that the pull-back, made by an algebraic map x = x(i), is rational in t, i.e.
x*(^) € C(t) [Dt] .
Without restrictions one can think that x(oo) = oo and that oo is a singular point for x*(ß?). We claim:
Proposition 5.5. In the previous hypothesis, the algebraic relationship (polynomial in x and t) P(x, 0 = 0 is at most of degree two in x and the degree of t is controlled by the number k + 1 of singularities of x*(ßf) and by the number TV + 1 of points over oo in the covering given by x = x(t).
Proof. It is just a computation to show that in x*(%?) every point over P'\{oo} will have exponents of the type: 0, q (q = I if the point is not singular, q ^ 1 otherwise).
For the points on the fiber over oo , x_1(oo) (#x_1(oo) = 7V+ 1), this is not true. In order to have one exponent equal to zero in each a¡ 6 x_1(oo)\{oo}, one has to twist x*(ßf) by a simple function of the type Using (5.8), the right side of (5.9) will be a rational function, S(t), in t: its degree will be , in general, 2N+k+l at denominator and 2N+k at numerator. 
